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Successful DCEC Free Summer Programs
     Our August summer program featured the widely-known author 
of “Animal Factory” David Kirby, who came from New York to 
vividly tell the story of the controversial methods of fast and cheap 
food production in the United States. Attendees were spellbound 
as they heard the stories of abuse and disregard for proper 
treatment of animals in mega-operations for meat production. 
Recent public health crises and recalls raise urgent questions 
about how our animal-derived food is raised and brought to 
market. 
     David also has written other best-selling books. “Evidence of 
Harm” which is an expose’ of the effects of mercury in childhood 
vaccinations and the autism epidemic, sparked a national debate 
in private homes, leading universities and the halls of Congress. 
David’s latest book was just released, “Death at Sea World” the 
story of Shamu and the dark side of killer whales.

The final seminar in the DCEC series was the full-length 
movie, “The Last Mountain” at Crossroads at Big 
Creek. This is a moving story of the residents of Coal 
River, West Virginia, who strive to save their community 
from complete destruction by Massey Coal Company. 
Massive profit allows Big Coal to wield incredible financial 
influence over government officials in both parties, 
rewrite environmental protection laws, avoid lawsuits 
and eliminate more than 
40,000 mining jobs. 
As our energy needs 
increase, so does Big 

Coal’s control over our future. The belief that America was founded 
on the democratic principal that no individual or corporation owns 
the air and water and we all share the responsibility of protecting it, 
drives these patriotic citizens and their supporters from outside of 
Appalachia. The true impact of mountain removal is made evident 
in this excellent story.

Watch for announcements of our coming events in 2013.

David Kirby with Lynn & Nancy Utesch

Maria Gunnoe ponders loss of her mountain

Robert Kennedy Jr.
Leading Angry Residents
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California's "Proposition 37" to label GMO'sCalifornia's "Proposition 37" to label GMO's
Even in our United States grassroots movements have spawned bills like Proposition 37 – the 
monumental bill in California that seeks to label Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO's) and is 
showing massive success. If Prop 37 passes, it won’t just affect California. It is very likely that other 
states will not just take note, but adopt similar legislation. Through this legal mechanism, citizens can 
essentially label Monsanto out of existence. This is possible when considering that the average 
consumer is actually opposed to GMOs and heavily in favor of proper labeling.

If GMO — containing products are properly labeled, less people will buy them. As of right now, very few 
people are even aware of what they are putting in their mouth. In fact, if the public knew that they were 
consuming GMO's which were linked to massive tumors and organ failure, the overwhelming majority 
would abandon such products. Without labeling, however, they have no idea. The same can also be 
said for other ingredients like high-fructose corn syrup and aspartame.

If Monsanto’s profits were to plummet, their political reign would likely follow as well. Without an endless 
amount of cash to throw at crushing Prop 37, the corporation’s massive grasp on the world of science 
and politics would virtually cease to exist.  Monsanto has already contributed $4 million to defeat the 
labeling proposal in California by continually censoring studies and funding pro-GMO research.

Once consumers actually know and care that they’re putting genetically modified creations into their 
body, real change will occur within the food supply and only then. This all sounds like something out of a 
science-fiction/world — domination type movie — but it’s real life and the U.S. government is allowing it 
to happen, states need to act on their own.  

For more information, enter these links in your browser:

http://www.annieappleseedproject.org/monfdausgovc.htm
http://www.sallyhomemaker.com/journal/corrupt-the-governments-revolving-door-with-monsanto/
http://www.percyschmeiser.com/conflict.htm
http://www.triplepundit.com/2011/04/battleground-planting-rights-monsanto-sued-farmers/

Who’s in control?
Anne Veneman; who was on the board of   
 Monsanto Company, Calgene, and moved  
 on to become the US Secretary of   
 Agriculture under the Bush administration.

Michael Taylor; ex Monsanto VP and lobbyist, is  
 now the deputy U.S. commissioner for  
 foods, Food and Drug Administration.
 
Margaret Miller; a Monsanto researcher, wrote  
 reports on GM safety, was hired by the   
 FDA, as deputy director of human food   
 safety, where her first job was to approve  
 her own reports.

Condensed from these sources:
 Natural Society/News Report, the website: Green Media Info.com, and Nation of Change            (JMV)
  



Things are not looking good for the environment of planet Earth. 
Extreme weather events are the “new normal” as climate change 
inexorably proceeds – meeting “worst case” scenarios much 
sooner than predicted. Even famous “climate change skeptics” 
(such as Professor Richard Muller of the University of California, 
Berkeley) have changed their minds based on the evidence of 
accumulated warming.

Because of the failure by world governments to reduce the 
accumulation of greenhouse gases in our one and only 
atmosphere, we could despair. But there are positive signs of 
progress on the renewable energy front – which is the primary 
front in the struggle to slow down climate change.

Here is one example, gleaned from The Guardian Weekly. In the 
United Kingdom, more than a quarter of all farmers have “green” 
barns powered by solar panels and wind turbines - which also 
provide important secondary income for the agricultural sector. A 
study by the National Farmers Union and the NatWest Bank found 
that one is six farmers will have solar photovoltaic systems in place 
this year. Already installed is 200MW of renewable energy, enough 
for 40,000 households.  

This is not an isolated example. Increasing global investment in 
renewable energy is resulting in growth rates in the industry 
averaging over 50% annually for the past five years. A report by 
Google.org suggests that U.S. innovation in the renewable energy 

sector could stimulate the economy by $155 to $244 billion per 
year, creating up to 1.9 million new jobs and save consumers $900 
per household annually.  

Our part, as citizens and environmentalists? Be aware of the facts. 
Stand up for renewable in your conversations with friends and in 
your contacts with legislators. Consider the benefits of your own 
personal investment in renewable energy.  Granted that here we 
don’t have the incentives some other countries have, to allay 
upfront costs of residential solar or wind. But you may get 
“payback” sooner than you may think. At the present moment, 
Wisconsin utilities are asking the Public Service Commission for 
increasing electric rates between five and ten percent. Note: 
Wisconsin rates already have increased almost 100% since 1997!  

This is not a trivial discussion, even though many other issues 
dominate the news. Insist that your elected representatives – local, 
state and federal – undertake and support serious, bipartisan 
initiatives to hasten the transition to renewable energy. We can’t 
afford to take our time.                       

       
Karen Wilson - DCEC Renewable Energy Task Force 
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Not a Moment to Lose

Liberty Grove — Heritage Road Designation Plan

Not a Moment to Lose

Liberty Grove — Heritage Road Designation Plan
You have probably noticed that more and more of the wonderful 
scenic rural roads in Door County are succumbing to the latest 
version of “progress.” You know the ones: the roads that we seek 
out to revel in the fall colors; that guests to our county treasure as 
they hike, bike, motorcycle, and drive through the county. The same 
roads sought out by plein air artists and photographers to capture 
the unique essence of our beautiful county-- the special light, the 
arching tree canopy, and the nostalgic touch of what for many is 
just a fading memory from their youth. 
 
Time will tell whether the new Heritage Roads Program—which has 
been the source of heated debate and continued opposition—will 
thrive and become a model for other Door County communities. Or 
whether the program will be sadly remembered by future 
generations as a missed opportunity. 
 
Will these roads be saved? August 1, 2012, after several months of 
meetings by the town’s Heritage Roads Subcommittee, Liberty 
Grove adopted an innovative new preservation and conservation 
initiative called the Heritage Roads Program to save our very 
special roadways.. The Door County Environmental Council’s board 
formally adopted a resolution in support of the program and 

provided the town with a letter in support. At the time the town 
board overwhelmingly adopted the program, Town Chairman John 
Lowry said, “This will certainly be a feather in the cap of Liberty 
Grove!”
 
Go to the Liberty Grove website, click on “Heritage Roads” and 
then “Other Information” to find the program, the nomination form 
and the nomination help guide. The town’s web site is http://www.
libertygrove.org. You’ll also find the definition of a Heritage Road 
there. 

 
The following roads have been nominated for Heritage Road status 
by the local citizenry, with more soon to follow: 
           • Bluebird Pass      
  • Cedar Shore Road
  • Cottage Road    
  • Isle View Road
  • Door Bluff Road /East Door Bluff Road
  • Garrett Bay Road /Garrett Bay Hill Road

Will these pristine roads be saved from ultimate “modernization”? 



     An increasing number of Kewaunee County Concentrated 
Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) are crossing the county 
line with semi-loads and tankers of animal waste to be spread 
on rented land areas of southern Door County. The most 
alarming factor about this spreading is the underlying karst 
geology in almost all areas of Door County. Yes, even in 
Southern Door you can see exposed rock areas and 
sinkholes that are a direct conduit to the precious 
groundwater below. If the thought of animal waste leaching 
down into your ground (drinking) water supply through a rock 
fissure doesn’t get your attention, maybe the odor will be 
enough to corral your interest.  Many people assume that 
what happens in Southern Door doesn’t affect the rest of the 
County. Wrong! Polluted groundwater can, and will, travel for 
long distances to wherever the withdrawal demand is greatest

     As the CAFO operators request new expansion permits, 
there is no real investigation of the impact on the 
communities or the future public health of the residents 
unfortunate enough have an established home downwind 
from one of these operations. Most of the owners live away 
from the farm operations and avoid the impact that other 
people endure. The permitting process for these operations 
and expansion projects appear to be designed to make it 
much more easy for the Pollution Discharge Permits (WPDS) 
and other permits to be rubber-stamped by the State DNR 
and other responsible agencies giving approval. By the time 
a public “hearing” is conducted the approval process is liberal 
enough to allow construction to begin.

     Last fall manure trucking mishaps occurred on local Door 
County roads with bigtime spills and the operators were given 
no citations or mention in most of the local media. Towns are 
still obligated to maintain their roads for the heavy traffic 
generated in the busy manure-hauling season, and towns 
have had their authority limited by new State regulations 
preventing recouping the road damage costs. To avoid some 
of the road traffic, CAFO operators/owners are investigating 
center pivot irrigation systems similar to those used in 
central Wisconsin by the vegetable growers. The plans are to 
have the animal waste diluted to enable spraying on cropland 
utilizing the liquid for irrigation of the crop grown and fertilizing 

the field in the same process. These irrigation systems would 
be moved to various locations, as the demand for plant 
nutrients and growing moisture require.

     There is one of these systems already in operation in 
Kewaunee County and research on the effect of high-
pressure spraying of animal waste may be under study after 
more are put in operation, so be patient. Recently, a large 
group of citizens in Kewaunee County attended a Pierce 
Town Board meeting where a portion of the meeting was 
dedicated to center pivot irrigation systems for liquid animal 
manure spreading. The question of public health and safety 
when these new systems are used was manifested by 
concerns over nano (1 billionth) particles containing sub-
microscopic pathogens being released into the atmosphere. 
Dr. Margaret Pulera, an experienced MD from Janesville, 
Wisconsin gave a stirring testimonial to the seriousness of 
dealing with one of the more than 150 pathogens contained in 
animal waste, especially when they can be released into the 
atmosphere to be borne on the wind.

     She related the recent story of a young sixteen year-old 
farm boy who had been milking cows on his family farm and 
one evening after chores he told his parents that he “didn’t 
feel right”. The next morning he was taken to the hospital 
where they found pneumonia in the lower left lobe. By that 
afternoon it was in his right lung and was progressing in spite 
of the antibiotics that normally control pneumonia. The left 
lung was completely distressed by the next morning and the 
right lung by that afternoon. There was nothing that anyone 
could do to save this teenager and he died later that night.  

     Dr. Pulera is very concerned because of the helplessness 
that she felt in dealing with this new untreatable problem and 
expressed her wishes that full investigation be given to any 
situation where animal waste pathogens can be airborne 
through ignorance of the dangers. 

     We can hope that a complete ban on animal waste 
spreading by center-pivot irrigation systems is put in place in 
the Town of Pierce in Kewaunee County and the same control 
measure becomes the rule throughout northeast Wisconsin.
             (JMV)

The Kingdom Not So Delicious
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The Kingdom Not So Delicious

Who Said This?Who Said This?
“Many wealthy people are little more than janitors of their possessions." 

"I'm all in favor of keeping dangerous weapons out of the hands of fools. Let's start with typewriters." 
"A doctor can bury his mistakes but an architect can only advise his clients to plant vines." 

Frank Lloyd Wright   (1868-1959)
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Through The Eyes Of A Teenager

Eileen Andera    DCEC President
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Lake Levels Solution Is In SightLake Levels Solution Is In Sight
From April 1 to Oct. 21, 100,000 cubic feet of water 
per second (CFS) flows over Niagara Falls to thrill 
honeymooners. At night and from Nov. 1 to March 31, 
the outflow is decreased to 50,000 CFS. Expressed 
another way, for seven months out of the year, every 
day, 750,000 gallons of water every second are wasted 
to the Atlantic Ocean. According to the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engi neers, this on-again-off -again outflow has kept 
lakes Erie and Ontario at or above their long-term 
average (LTA), and as of July 2012 these lakes are only 
6-8 inches below their LTA. 

 In the 1920s structures were placed at the St. 
Mary’s River to control the outflow of water from Lake 
Superior to lakes Michigan and Hu ron, and at present 
Lake Superior is only 8 inches below its LTA. 

 In between the control structures at the St. 
Ma ry’s River and. the frivo lous outflow at Niagara Falls 
are lakes Michigan and Huron, which are currently two 
feet below their LTAs. A major cause of this disparity 
compared to the other three Great Lakes is the erosion 
at the St. Clair River, which has deep ened and widened 

the river beyond its dredged level of 30 feet. If 
    struc tures similar to what are in place at the St. Ma-
ry’s River were installed at the St. Clair or Detroit river, 
the levels of lakes Michigan and Huron would be raised 
an esti mated 12 to 16 inches. 

 It is hydraulically feasible that with a more 
stringent control of out flow at Niagara Falls, coupled 
with control structures at the St. Clair or Detroit river, 
water could be backed up to bring lakes Michigan, 
Huron and St. Clair up to or greater than their LTAs. 
Government would be in charge of lake lev els, not 
Mother Nature. 

 Remedial action will only occur if enough 
citizens demand it. 

 If interested, contact your elected legislators, 
both state and federal, and the International Joint 
Commission at 2000 L St., NW, Suite 615, Washington, 
D.C. 20440, or fax (202) 631-2007.    
 
                   by: Ed Hodges of Washington Island

Like the last newsletter, I'm "saving energy" by having my nephew do my work for me!

Hi everyone, my name is Alex Murphy and I am Eileen's 15-year old godson. I am writing this article because I truly believe in the 
mission of the Door County Environmental Council, and I know that each one of us has to do our part to protect our environment. 
Like many people I have wondered why I should spend my time and effort on environmental issues. It doesn't seem like it directly 
affects me. However, when I look at the facts, I know that it is up to my generation to fully commit to saving our planet. I think it's 
the case with all of us that we get depressed when we hear about the seriousness of this environmental crisis. We slump into 
a state of denial and ignore the bad news. But there is no more time for denial. Even though it doesn't feel like one person can 
change the world, we, as inhabitants of this planet must. 

Here are five facts that scare me, and should scare more people into action:
1. At least 50 million acres of rainforest are lost every year, totaling an area the size of England, Wales and Scotland combined.
2. Only 1% of China's 560 million city residents breathe air that is considered safe by the European Union.
3. Every day in the U.S., we produce enough trash to equal the weight of the Empire State Building.
4. Oxygen-starved dead zones that cannot sustain life, now cover an area roughly the size of the state of Oregon.
5. If the entire world lived like the average American, we would need 5 planets to provide enough natural resources.

Those are shocking facts, to be sure, but there is also so much we all can do to make the planet a cleaner place to live. Here are 
five things that give me hope:
1. 1% of Australia's untapped geothermal power potential could provide enough energy to last 26,000 years.
2. Within ten years, wind power could provide 20% of America's power.
3. Recycling one aluminum can saves enough electricity to power a TV for three hours.
4. Every ton of recycled paper saves 17 trees, 7,000 gallons of water, and 4,100 kilowatts of electricity.
5. Wind power is not only one of the most effective forms of energy, but it is also the cheapest when considering that wind is free! 
Wind power prices averaged 4 to 6 cents per kilowatt in 2011 in the U.S..

I know that if we all do our part individually and also work collectively, we can save our environment. 
So keep up the good work all you members of the D.C.E.C.!
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America Fast Becoming A Land Without FarmersAmerica Fast Becoming A Land Without Farmers
In rural America less than 3 percent of farmers make more than 63 
percent of the farm money, including government subsidies. The 
results of this emerging feudal economy are everywhere. The 
consequences, though worse now than ever, have been there for all 
to see and feel, for decades. Walter Goldschmidt, an anthropologist 
with the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) was already 
documenting the deleterious effects of agribusiness on small 
communities as long ago as the 1940s. He revealed that communities 
where small family farmers thrived, the economy and cultural life were 
vigorous and democratic. Thus the middle-class town whose residents 
were not divided in any significant manner by differences in wealth, 
had a stable income and strong interest in the life of their community. 
For Goldschmidt the family farm was “the classic example” of 
American small business. He became convinced that its spread over 
the land “has laid the economic base for the liberties and the 
democratic institutions which this Nation counts as its greatest asset.”

     However, the town surrounded by industrial farms did not share in 
the prosperity of agribusiness. Its schools, churches, economic and 
cultural life were impoverished. Its residents were sharply divided in 
terms of wealth. Only a few of them had a stable income. The rest 
barely made it. Even the managers of large farms did not live in the 
town. By the early 1940s, USDA no longer saw the family farm as a 
national asset. It fired Goldschmidt and suppressed his work and 
findings.

     In the late 1970s, the Carter administration tried to postpone the 
decline of rural America. The Secretary of Agriculture, Bob Bergland, 
was a farmer from Minnesota who thought the family farm had served 
America well and needed protection. He admitted that all the USDA 
programs, as well as federal policies on taxation, economic 
concentration, and corporate power favored large farmers becoming 
super-large. He also admitted that he too had adhered to the dogma 
that assisting the “major commercial farmers” would eventually “filter 
down to the intermediate-sized and then the smallest producers.” We 
had symbols, slogans, and superficialities. We seldom had 
substance.” Does that sound familiar?

     A family farmer named William C. Beach from Oak City, North 
Carolina, defended the idea of the family farm and explained who is a 
family farmer and who is not in his report to Bergland. “The family 
farm is democracy and free enterprise at its best, a family running and 
working a business together, working together to produce food and 
fiber. The family farm is not the agri-businessman in town, the lawyer 
at the courthouse, the doctor at the hospital, the professional man in 
his office. He is not people looking for a farm to buy as a hedge 
against inflation, nor the person looking for ways to reduce his income 
tax while making a safe investment. This group also includes the 

multinational corporations, food-processing industries and vertical 
integrators.”

     Another report came from Don Paarlberg who was an expert on 
the country’s agricultural universities. These were known as land grant 
universities from the land the federal government donated to states for 
the founding of these public schools. In a draft report dated May 23, 
1980, Paarlberg said: “Evidence has come before us that the land-
grant college system has served to speed the trend toward an 
industrialized agriculture. It simply has not been possible to make 
such great advances in efficiency as have occurred without having 
profound effect on the structure of agriculture. The Extension Service, 
with its advice that a farmer should have a business ‘big enough to be 
efficient,’ undoubtedly speeded up the process of farm consolidation 
and reduced the number of farms. In the classroom also, emphasis on 
modern management helped put the traditional family farm into a 
downward state of total eclipse.” 

     By 2005, from a farm population of 30.5 million in 1940, rural 
America had a much-diminished number of people who made a living 
directly out of farming. There are no statistics but estimates are that 
probably less than 100,000 small family farmers and their families 
make up the new alternative rural America. Jimmy Carter lost to 
Ronald Reagan in 1980. Indeed, the Bergland USDA issued its painful 
report “A Time to Choose” in January 1981 under the shadow of 
Reagan. The Reagan USDA chose to return to cannibalism as usual 
and the family farm was indeed brought to the verge of extinction. 

     In the place of towns which could accurately be characterized as 
providing their residents with a clean and healthy environment, a great 
deal of social equality and local autonomy, we find agricultural 
pollution, labor practices that lead to increasing social inequality, 
restricted opportunity for existing farmers to obtain land and start new 
enterprises, and the suppression of the development of a local middle 
class and the business and services demanded by such a class.

     The other result however, reveals a dramatic increase in the 
number of very wealthy farmers.  In 1974, for example, there were 
11,412 farms, which earned $500,000 or more. But, by 2002, the 
number of super-farms making $500,000 or more was 70,642. Three 
percent of the farms making $500,000 or more shared 62 percent of 
total sales and government payments. Wealthier even than these 
were 29,862 farms making one million dollars or more from sales and 
government subsidies.

Condensed from Independent Science News/ Food, Health and 
Agriculture Bioscience News                               (JMV)

Join us on Facebook

Just Look for the DCEC Logo• Give a DCEC membership for the holidays
• Find us soon on Twitter

Don't Forget To:
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Name(s):

Address:

City:     State:  Zip:

Phone:   Door County Voter? ( ) yes ( ) no

Township or Municipality:

Email:         Please email me DCEC alerts

Summer mailing address, if different:

Address:

City:     State:  Zip:

Phone:
Please mail with payment to: DCEC, P.O. Box 114, Fish Creek, WI 54212

door county environmental council
( ) $ 25 Individual ( ) $ 35 Family  ( ) $ 50 Sustaining
( ) $ 100 Donor ( ) $      Other  ( ) $ 15 Student/Limited

This amount would 

really help! Thanks!The DCEC Endowment Fund exists so that 
the future of Door County’s open spaces 

and family farms can be protected far 
into the future.

Every year the fund grows as contributions are 
made and the interest accumulates. You can 
help this important fund grow even faster by 

remembering DCEC in your estate plans. 
Each bequest, through your will and estate 
funding helps bring us one step closer to 

financial independence, allowing us to take 
tough, sometimes unpopular positions that 
protect our county for future generations.

Whether you can contribute now or later 
please make a point of supporting the 

DCEC ENDOWMENT FUND.
Legacies, memorials ,and direct gifts are 

deeply appreciated. Please call or have your 
advisor contact Jerry Viste at: (920) 743-6003 

or dcec@itol.com for further information.

DCEC Endowment FundDCEC Endowment Fund

2013 is right around the corner....Did You Remember to....
Renew Your Membership now and save DCEC postage!

You Can Also Renew Your Membership Using PayPal

New Health Threat May Be Blowing in the WindNew Health Threat May Be Blowing in the Wind
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door county
environmental council, inc.
p.o. box 114
fish creek, wi 54212
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...and, after you read this newsletter, please pass it along to a friend.

DCEC Incorporated in 1970 under the laws of Wisconsin as a nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation

Monsanto's Grasp is FadingMonsanto's Grasp is Fading
Nations around the world are currently passing or requesting bans on Monsanto’s crops following the study, which is one of hundreds of studies to identify the 
dangers of both Monsanto’s herbicide Roundup and Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO's). Coinciding with previous research that has linked Roundup with 
conditions such as cancer and infertility, the French GMO study with rats found that around 50% of the males and 70% of the females fed 100% GMO corn died 
prematurely.
 After the study not only did France call for a potential worldwide ban on GMO's pending the results of their in-depth analysis, but Russia’s major 
consumer rights organization announced a ban on both the importation and use of Monsanto’s GMO corn. Following in the footsteps of nations like France and 
Russia, countries like Poland, Peru, and Hungary have already taken action in banning or removing Monsanto’s GMO crops. South Africa may soon be the 
latest nation to enact a ban on Monsanto’s GMO corn that was recently linked to tumor development and organ damage in rats. South Africa’s African Centre for 
Biosafety (ACB), a watchdog organization that was created to protect consumers from various biotechnology dangers, is now calling on South African authorities 
to enact a ban on Monsanto’s tumor-linked maize crop known as NK603.
 This is particularly important when it comes to South Africa, as white corn is a large staple food, making up for 80% of the harvest just last year. In the 
event that the maize were to be banned, it would be a major hit for Monsanto and an even larger victory for the 50,586,757 people who live in South Africa. If 
authorities take the advice of ACB, then it would not only ban the cultivation of the GMO corn, but the import and export as well. In a letter to the South African 
minister of agriculture, the ACB said: “We urge the South African government to take the necessary steps to protect its citizens.”
 As expected, Monsanto has not taken this news lightly. Previously being busted for paying United States diplomats to extend its campaign for global 
seed domination, Monsanto’s corruption has been repeatedly exposed by whistleblowers and alternative news media. Each time, however, Monsanto continues 
to assert that its creations are perfectly safe. Just as it did with Agent Orange, Monsanto is now on the defensive of GMO's despite having only been tested for 
90 days before unleashed on the public. More nations around the world will continue to call for and enact GMO crop bans until Monsanto is either banned or 
labeled (via California’s GMO labeling bill Prop 37) out of existence. 
                             Condensed from News Report – Nation of Change    (JMV)

• Not A Moment To Lose
• Liberty Grove — Heritage 
Road Designation Plan


